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ADORABLE SOCK MONKEY 
PILLOWCASE DRESS 

 BY Kendra Wiggins  

                
 
With the holidays coming up, and everyone looking for inexpensive gifts to make, I 
thought I would share an adorable dress that I made this morning.  The Pillowcase 
dress is made from less than a yard of fabric and the appliqué' out of scraps!  The 
Sock Monkey is made from a hand drawn pattern but the banana it is holding is 

made using the Cricut Expression and The Preserves Cricut Cartridge. 
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Materials Needed: 
Cricut Expression 
Preserves Cricut Cartridge 
Pillowcase Dress 
Sock Monkey Appliqué 
Cardstock 
Brown Batik Fabric 
Yellow Batik Fabric 
Embroidery Thread to Match 
Wonder Under  
Black fine line Sharpie Marker 
Very Sharp Micro-tipped Scissors 
Iron 
Ironing Board 
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Directions: 
 Using the Cricut Expression and The Preserves Cricut Cartridge, turn to Page 

37 

 Cut out the Banana Layers using plain cardstock making sure your size is set 
at 7 Inches 

 Click the Flip key.  (It is found at the left side of your machine between the 
display and the Keypad Overlay.) 

 Press the following keys: 
o <Banana> 
o SHIFT 
o <Banana-s> 
o Cut 

 Remove your layers from your mat and lay them under the Wonder Under 
with the smooth side up.   

 Trace your Banana Layers using the Sharpie Fine line marker onto the 
Wonder Under trimming the excess Wonder Under away.   

 Iron your Banana Layers to the Brown and Yellow Batik Fabrics making sure 
to make the solid banana brown and the banana with the slits the yellow.  
Lay the Smooth side (Drawn on side) of the Wonder Under up, onto the 
wrong side of the fabric and press to adhere. 

 Cut out your Banana shapes.  Remove the paper backing from the yellow 
banana and layer the yellow banana over the brown banana; iron. 

 When you have your final banana placement, remove the backing from the 
brown banana and iron in place. 

 Using Cross Stitch Thread, blanket stitch around your whole appliqué.   
 

 


